
RRIPO ROLE MODEL AWARDS 
Presented at Assembly: 25 June 2021 

Gr First +S Value Reason for Award 

PC Laura C Optimism For having an outstanding attitude towards her learning and always giving everything a go. Keep it up Laura! 

PC Isabella F Responsibility For being an amazing classroom helper and a wonderful role model. Well done Isabella! 

PP Tonia G Respect For being kind and friendly to everyone in Prep P! Thank you for looking out for others when you play. 

PP Mikayla R Responsibility For working so hard on your writing! 

PS Liam H Responsibility For working so hard to achieve his writing goals! Keep it up Liam! 

PS Alex B Respect For being kind and respectful to his classmates and teachers. Well done Alex! 

PU Sacha M Responsibility For always following instructions and getting straight to work on all of your learning tasks. Great effort Sacha! 

PU Imogen J Responsibility For being a great classroom helper and a fantastic role model for everyone. Well done Imogen! 

1C Irina.S Optimism For always having a positive attitude towards her learning and consistently trying her best. Keep it up Irina! 

1C Fletcher B Responsibility For consistently completing his work to the best of his ability. Keep up the fantastic work Fletch! 

1D Elli C Responsibility For always completing her work to the best of her ability and always asking questions when she is unsure. Excellent effort Elli! 

1D Logan W Pride For always presenting his work beautifully and using every writing opportunity to practise his neat handwriting. Well done Logan! 

1M Aleena O Respect For showing kindness towards her friends and helping them during learning activities.  Well done Aleena! 

1M Harry H Responsibility For always following instructions and getting straight down to do all his work to a very high standard.  Super effort Harry! 

1S Maree P Respect For showing kindness towards her friends and teachers and always lending a helping hand. Great work Maree! 

1S Beau M Optimism For always showing up to school with a positive attitude and being ready to learn. Great work Beau! 

1Y Jayden G Responsibility For being helpful in the classroom by assisting others when they need support with their work or packing up. A great effort Jayden! 

1Y Ricky L Responsibility For working hard in class and showing great improvement in his work. Well done Ricky! Keep up the wonderful effort. 

2C Mia I Optimism For putting in a big effort to improve her handwriting and knowing that she really can do it! 

2C Kayra A Optimism For making an amazing start to his new school, and coping with all the changes at school this term. Well done Kayra! 

2D Madeleine L Pride For always trying her best and completing her work to a high standard. Excellent work, Madeleine! 

2D Abigail C Optimism For coming to school with a smile on her face and an optimistic approach so she’s ready to give new things a go. Fantastic, Abby! 

2G Hunter B Responsibility For consistently completing his work to the best of his ability. Well done. 

2G Anastasia G Optimism For coming to school with a great attitude every day. 

2N Nelly P Optimism For working hard to have a growth mindset when completing new and challenging tasks. 

2N Kaoni C Respect For always treating everyone in 2N with respect and kindness. Well done Kaoni! 

3B Lucas Cr Optimism For always embracing a challenge with a positive attitude and not being afraid to take risks with their learning. 

3B Millie R Responsibility For always taking ownership of your learning and challenging yourself within the classroom. 
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3F Campbell W Responsibility For his open mindedness to learning and always giving his best to everything he does. 

3F Jenson C Responsibility For always completing his work to the best of his ability, doing his homework and having a positive attitude to his learning. 

3G Leonardo F Pride For always trying to complete your best writing pieces. 

3G Siena V Responsibility For taking ownership of your learning by asking more questions and sharing your ideas. 

3M Elijah K Pride For finishing work to a high standard and showing his working out in multiple ways in Maths. Well done, Elijah! 

3M Honeyfare B Responsibility For always completing work to the best of her ability, doing her homework and having a positive attitude towards school. 

4E Atilla O Responsibility For putting in his best efforts during home learning and completing each task with positivity. 

4E Isabelle Z Integrity For always being honest inside and outside of the classroom and making the right choices. 

4K Farrah B Responsibility Always following class and school expectations and being a role model to her peers.  

4K Fraser C Pride Taking pride in his writing and publishing his work with creativity.  

4TF Elly H Optimism For being a kind, caring and cooperative friend. Your positive attitude inspires everyone around you. 

4TF Araxi J Respect For always assisting her peers and teachers and treating people with great respect. 

5E Marcus R Responsibility For always being willing to help his friends and teachers, with a smile on his face. 

5E Jasmine B Respect For the respectful way she interacts with her peers and teachers. 

5P Zara  J Responsibility For having such an incredible term and aiming high both in the classroom and with your sporting achievements. Awesome job Zara! 

5P Kenu G Responsibility For always making good decisions in the classroom and being a terrific role model to his classmates. Well done Kenu! 

6A Lucas H Respect For the kind and courteous manner he shows when communicating with staff and students.  

6A Iliana M Pride For writing a wonderful speech and performing it in front of the Year 6 cohort. Well done! 

6I Ruisen L Responsibility  For working independently during home learning. Well done Ruisen! 

6I Elka V Responsibility  For excellent effort and responsibility during home learning! Great job Elka! 

6K Alexander L Optimism For always coming to school with a positive attitude. Keep it up Alex! 

6K Julian G Responsibility For having an excellent work ethic whilst learning at home. Well done Julian. 

Mandarin Sebastian Y - 4TF Respect For always being polite and treating others with respect. 

Perform Art Blake F – 2N Optimism For persisting each week and growing in confidence with each lesson. Keep it up, Blake! 

PE Lucas C - 3B Respect For encouraging and congratulating his peers during minor games even when they aren’t on his team. Well done Lucas! 

STEM Elka V - 6I Optimism  For persevering with a difficult task. 

Visual Arts Alexander G - 2G Responsibility For completing an excellent self-portrait in Art and inspiring other students with his great work. 

 


